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Star wars trandoshan vs wookie

All postsWhy trandoshans and Wookies hate each other so much? Throughout Star Wars movies, TV shows, books, etc., trandoshans and wookies fight each other a lot. Does anyone know why. 1 Well it probably amounts to the fact trandoshans kidnapped wookiees hunt much like other species and wookiees were probably the most valuable prize 4Noh,
their home worlds located in the same star system. Because they live so close to each other and are very different from each other, it is not too unheard of to think that they began to hate each other for it. Throughout the history of mankind, people of different cultures and ethnicities living close to each other usually end up fighting and killing each other,
sometimes just because they are different. 1It's true too and trandoshans are jerks1I think its because the wookiees were ... More... What word is that... Proud? Moral? Idk, can't you do that? Trandos were slave owners and wookiees hated slavery. That's all I think trandoshans like to hunt other species. I wouldn't call it slavery, but I might be wrong about Edit
Share Clone Wars. Jinx and Chewbacca have been released from captivity by the Jedi Order of The Jedi, Padawan Ahsoka Tano[2] Garnac†[6] Ja†gelus took place during the Wars of the Clones of Waskah, Calif. when a group of imprisoned Jedi were able to defeat their Trandoshan captors. Later, with the help of wookiee reinforcements, they were able to
kill all but three, including their leader, Garnac. During the Clone Wars, the Prelude |, led by Garnac, anesthe other trandoshani moon wasskah so they could bring them to the sport. A small team of these fugitives, Jedi adolescent Kalifa, Jinx and O-Mer, avoided the hunters by staying out of battle. [2] The Footer,| edit source] Enter Ahsoka,edit | edit source]
Ahsoka Tano and Katt Mol Trandoshani inside the prison ship One of the hunters, Lo-Taren, conquered Reawan Ahsoka Tano Felucia during the second battle and he was brought to the moon. There they dropped him along with other captured civilians, and the Trandonshans shot them, killing Selkathi Morgo and Sakiyan Vadoo. Tano saved Kalifa, he
advocated a more aggressive stance among the group. Trandoshans Ratter and Sochek killed Snivvian Katt Moli and Terrelian Jango Jumper Lika the next day. Tano and the other three padawans were chased by Lo-Taren but managed to disarm and almost kill him. Tano finally came up with the idea of getting onto his headquarters, the Ubrikkian Floating
Fortress, and tried to rally the other three padawans. But they were soon followed by Garnac's son, Dar. Dar comes with them But Tano was able to kill him before he could kill Kalifa. Garnac then shot Kalifa in his rage and Tano took command of the rest of the padawans. | Goron is fighting Jinx and O-Sea for catching the slave ship that carried them there
the next day of delivery. They jumped to the side, and Tarndoshan's team, Clutch and Goron, found out about them. Goron climbed out of the hull of the ship and Jinx and O-Mer attacked him, disarming him quickly. Tano then boarded the ship and attacked The Clutch. In the ensuing fight, Tano killed the Clutch, but severely damaged the control of the ship
and forced it to fall to shore. The Jinx and O-Mer were able to get Goron off the ship when it crashed, and they found Wookiee Chewbacca, who had been caught by the Trandonshans in an unknown raid. Tano was able to understand Wookie, who suggested that they should build a transmitter ship with debris and this meant that they should return there and
refrain from the newly found patrols Garnac had set up. They reached the wreckage again and Tano and Chewbacca went to collect components for the transmitter, while The Jinx and O-Mer waited outside to watch the incoming patrols. Meanwhile, Krix and Smug arrived at one of their MSP80 Pteropter hover pods and Smug fell to view the wreck. Smug
Tanod and Chewbacca were spotted in the wreckage. Jinx and O-Mer, who spotted Smug, surprised Trandoshan as he fired, causing her shot to miss and alert Tano and Chewbacca in her presence. Chewbacca grabbed Smug and almost killed him, but the Jinx stopped Wookie from doing so, realizing they could use him to their advantage and took him
prisoner. Chewbacca built a transmitter in his camp, but it didn't come as planned. Jinx and O-Mer convinced Tano, who believed in Chewbacca's chaperone, to go on an attack he eventually agreed to. The Jinx used the Force's mind trick to make Smug follow his orders, and the next morning they left. When the plan was executed, Chewbacca's attendant
managed to reach Wookie, who began to form a rescue team. In the shipwreck, Krix recovered with another capsule to pick up Smug. The group then ambushed two Trandoshani and hijacked the pod to fly to the flying fortress of Trandoshans. | Chewbacca was battling Ratter when they reached the fort, attacking two trandoshans patrolling, quickly throwing
Lagon overboard. Another hunter, Ramy, cried out to others and Garnac, Lo-Taren and Sochek appeared on his balcony. Garnac ordered his men to kill the attackers, and they made their way down to the lower floor. Ratter and Gilas also appeared and shot Tanoja's others. Ramy tried to get to the hoverpod, but Tano and Jinx used force Aside from that,
Ratter and Gilas will be caught. Chewbacca attacked Ramy and Tano and Jinx were fighting two others when Lo-Taren and Sochek arrived at the scene. O-Mer shot them in a hoverpod and they jumped east. Garnac got a gatling gun and fired a stolen hoverpod until it was damaged enough to crash into the fight scene. The Trandoshans got up, and Tano
and the others found themselves overwhelmed. [6] When it seemed that all hope had disappeared, a halo arrived and brought away five from Wook, including General Tarffuli. Tarfful had heard Chewbacca's prayers for help from the attendant and had hired bounty hunters Sugi and Seripas to bring them to Wasskah. This aid allowed the Jedi to continue to
fight, the resulting chaos at a lower level. Although Lo-Taren and Sochek took cover with one of the downs, the other hunters fought Wookie with the Chewbacca fighting rider. Garnac tried to use his gatling gun, but two Wookiees on halo damaged it so he took cover behind it instead. Tarfful quickly threw Ramy overboard and Tarfful wrestled Gilas. Tarfful
then took over and stomped on Gilas' head, killing Trandoshan instantly. Lo-Taren and Sochek are pinned behind the depressed hovercraft Garnac, who tried to shoot the halo while they were upstairs, but both were destroyed by two Wookie gunners who remained on the ship. Garnac escaped to the trophy room, and Tano's forces jumped to the top floor
with the help of a Wookie warrior. At the lower level, Ratter crossed Chewbacca and was about to kill him, but O-Mer struck Trandoshan with a gun, allowing Chewbaccal to regain control and toss Trandoshan overboard, killing him. Lo-Taren and Sochek were detained by the Wookies when Lo-Taren was killed. Distracted by the loss of his comrade, Jinx used
the Force to move the crashed hovercraft aside, allowing the Wookises to kill Sochek. Inside the trophy room, Garnac ambushed Tano, who wanted revenge on him for killing his only son. After a brief scuffle, Tanol managed to defeat Garnac and defended his actions, telling him that he had forced Dar to be ready first. Unable to accept Tano's reasoning,
Garnac tried to reach his blaster, only for Tano to force push Garnac out of space and over the railing, causing trandoshan's leader to fall to his death. Ahsoka and the young returned to the Jedi Order after the battle. | Garnac's hunting site was essentially over. [6] However, three Trandoshani had escaped: Ramy, who had survived his fall. and Krix and
Smug, who finally regained consciousness after hijacking their cocoon. Three came to nal hutta to move in. [7] Edit Appearances | edit source] Sources[edit| edit source] Notes and references[editing | edit source] Connection content is cc-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Change the green[3]Yellow[4]Brown[4]Orange[5]Cream[6]Gray[2]Red[source?]
Yellow[1]Orange[1]Purple[7] Trandoshans is a hardy lot. The surviving jar holds a torn arm of a Trandoshan man, ripped from a purely enraged Wookiee. Analysis with broken skin samples bossk permanent confirmed the game. He's regenerated that arm ever since. Looks like the old lizard can take more than a hit and return to the fight. Trandoshans
relished the thrill of the wolf, and were known to start hunting related to the rite of passage. They were also famous for their ability to rebuild limbs and heal effectively. Garnac was a Trandoshan hunter who acted in the game to preserve the moon in Wasskah, and led his son's fatally failed rite of passage, which was done in the form of the hunt for Jedi
Padawan. One of the most feared bounty hunters in the galaxy was Trandoshan known as Bossk, who attracted jobs from various organizations, including the Galactic Empire. Biology and appearance[edit| source] Judging by the shape of the skull and the number of teeth, these trandoshans seem trandoshanid. They're fierce warriors, and they're hard to kill.
The K-2SO[src] Trandoshans were sentimental humanoids with smooth, scaly skin. Trandoshans ranged from being long and quite gaunt to being short and more rotund. Trandoshans were powerful creatures, and had long thin hands that ended in either three numbers, or four thin numbers, including a thumb. Trandoshans had a few eyes back with a sharp
skull, and a jaw full of sharp teeth. Trandoshans often walked barefoot and had their feet in three-seater. Trandoshan skin color can vary wildly, and Trandoshans can be found in green, red, orange, brown, or yellow skin. Some Trandoshans, like one named Smug, had brownish-orange skin with red stripes on his face. [Source?] They were able to re-grow
their limbs when they were cut off. Trandoshans used their sharp claws to climb high trees in the woods or in the jungle, where they naturally settled. [8] History | edited source] The sun has risen. Let the hunt begin. Trandoshans came from the planet Trandosha and were hunting enthusiasts. They worshipped a goddess called The Scoreboard. [10] They
were identified by the galactic community during the galaxy's Clone Wars, and had taken control of the moon wasskah, which became the location of the island's game of canned goods. Hunter Garnac was in control of the island designated Island Four, and ran a yacht based out of a floating fortress that hovered over the island. Garnac's scouts drove worlds
and collect other sentient creatures before bringing them to Wasskah and throwing them to Island 4, where prisoners would be hunted for the sport. During the Clone War, at least three Jedi juveniles had been captured and brought to Wasskah. For a long time, the trio of youngsters managed to avoid the Trandoshans, who continued to bring other prey to
the island. Finally, Trandoshan Lo-Taren captured Jedi Padawan Ahsoka Tano on the planet Felucia and brought him to the island of four alongside several other prisoners. When he was brought to the island, Tano fled and discovered other youths. Garnac's son, Dar, later retreated to tano diskuss, part of an important rite of passage, but the Jedi killed
instead. Garnac chased, killing a young caliphate. Other Trandoshani scouts later kidnapped Wookie Chewbacca, but before Chewbacca's successful delivery, the Trandoshan transport ship was damaged and crashed into a hunting island. Tano killed a crew of two men and escaped the wreckage of Chewbacca. Wookiee was able to craft a communication
device with some scavenged wreckage and was able to contact Wookiee General Tarfful. Tano, the rest of the youth and wookiee's troops attacked the Garnac Guild in their fortress and killed all the Trandoshan hunters. At the same time, bounty hunter Bossk took numerous jobs and eventually acted as a bodyguard for the soon-to-be bounty hunter Boba
Fett. Over time, Bossk would be revered as one of the most feared bounty hunters in the galaxy. On one occasion, Bossk visited the planet Lothal to collect the bounty dug on criminal Gronson Takkaro. This brought him into contact with the young power-sensitive human youth Ezra Bridger and the conflict with the corrupt Imperial Security Bureau lieutenant
Jenkes, who was with Takkaro. With Bridger's help, Bossk managed to uncover Jenkes' criminal dealings. [12] Bea and Kootan during the Imperial Era, five Trandoshans were part of an acquisition team running the Xonti Brothers. They went to Kashyyyk to catch the wookies. Kootan wanted to kill someone, but Noka reminded him of the job. The bead used
his scanner to find Wookiee, and they found one that was asleep. Kootan shot anesthetly he understood that it was bleeding and left dead. Trandoshans then came under attack from Black Krrsantan, who killed the other three Trandoshans and pinned down Bene and Kootan. Kootan tried to kill Krrsantani, and Wookie knocked him out before he was thrown
into a tree, killing him. Krrsantan then insisted that Beka brought him to the Xont brothers. Beka did it and lived on to tell her story to two journalists. Feresk Tssat was a member of the Vanguard Squadron of the New Republic during the Galactic Civil War after the Battle of Endor, and Against the Titan Squadron of the Galactic Empire. [14] Trandoshans in the
Galaxy[edit|] Gha Nachkt, captain of the rescue ship. The species had a poor history with the Wookies, who hated reptiles. [15] Some Trandoshans found other outlets for work, not hunting. By the time of the Clone Wars, there was one Gha Nachkt who lived life as a life-saving tool. In the end, he was hired by the Confederacy of independent systems to
comb the sites of damaged ships belonging to the Galactic Republic and to find useful data or scraps. Nachkt eventually returned to the R2 series of astromech droid R2-D2 Republic Delta-7B Eethersprite class light interceptor, but the droid was eventually returned to jedi General and Knight Anakin Skywalker, while Nachkt was killed by Confederate General
Grievous. Trandoshan Bossk's bounty hunt took him to different locations across the galaxy and was linked for some time to bounty hunters Aurra Ham and Castas. Bossk and Fett worked with other bounty hunters trying to avenge Fett's fallen father Jango, killing Jedi Mace Windu, who fought and killed Jango. Sing later killed Castas, while Bossk and Fett
were arrested by The Republic authorities after the failed murder. But during the prison riot, both Bossk and Fett escaped from the Republic prison where they were sent. Later, they formed a team of tatooine bounty hunters on the planet and accepted a job posted on the planet Quarzite by the Belugan government. While Bossk was a modest opponent
during the mission, team member Asajj Ventress was able to complete the mission, degree. When Ventress discovered that the child they were protecting was Pluma Sodi, a female Kage female, Ventress exchanged the imprisoned girl with Fett and was paid to stop working before the change was discovered. [17] Bossk, a well-known bounty hunter during
the Clone Wars, and Galactic Civil War Nack Movers was a Trandoshan assassin known in the underworld of Coruscant, and at one point during the Clone Wars, he bought a lightsaber. He later murdered his girlfriend, Lonely Marcy, who then took the lightsaber for himself. [18] During the early rebellion around the Galactic Empire and lothal factory (Lothal) 0
BBY[20] trandoshans Seevor and Proach served the mine guild as captain and commander of the Ore crawler 413-24, respectively, until the rebels destroyed them both under the name Spectres during the ship's hijacking. [19] 3 ABY, Bossk accepted the work of the Galactic Empire to find a rebel cargo ship known as the Millennium Falcon, but did not finish
the job because he beat it with the now grown-up Boba Fett. [21] By 9 ABY,[22] several Trandoshans served in the Bounty Hunters Guild after the collapse of the Galactic Empire[23] 5 ABY. One of those bounty hunters. Greef Karga, head of the guild, meet Din Djarin, a bounty hunter who had gone rogue after rescuing a child of the same species as the Jedi
Grand Master Yoda. After the group set up camp overnight, a group of local repahanes attacked them. One of these creatures picked up trandoshan with his feet and took him to the night. [23] Behind the scenes[edit | edit source] Trandoshan species first appeared in the 1980 movie Star Wars: Episode V Empire Strikes Back in the form of a meme
appearance by bounty hunter Bossk. Trandoshans also appeared in many Legends products, including Star Wars Marvel Comics, The Young Jedi Knights, a young adult novel series and dark horse comics knights of the Old Republic comics. The species has also appeared in several Canon films, including the animated TV series Star Wars: The Clone
Wars, Ryder Windham's young reader novella Ezra's Gamble and the Marvel comic series Star Wars' Darth Vader. Trandoshans has also appeared as secondary antagonists in the e-Canon LEGO Star Wars: Freemaker Adventures episode of Peril on Kashyyyk, which premieres on Disney XD on June 27, 2016. In this story, Trandoshans and Wookiees are
portrayed as antagonistic relationships with the first to act as substitutes for the galactic empire. The Trandoshans take Commander Attabura's son Tantarra and hold him hostage in the island fortress. Freemakers, a defecation family, rescue him in exchange for getting a piece of wroshyr woodwork. Appearances[edit | edit source] Non-canon
appearances[edit | edit source] Sources[edit | edit source] Notes and references[edit | edit source] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise indicated. Noted.
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